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The Bright Empires Collection Stephen Lawhead 2015-03-10
Stephen R. Lawhead’s acclaimed Bright Empires series—now
available in one volume! The Skin Map It is the ultimate
quest for the ultimate treasure. Chasing a map tattooed
on human skin. Across an omniverse of intersecting
realities. To unravel the future of the future. The Bone
House Kit Livingstone met his great-grandfather Cosimo
in a rainy alley in London where he discovered the truth
about alternate realities. Now he’s on the run—and on a
quest—trying to understand the impossible mission he
inherited from Cosimo: to restore a map that charts the
hidden dimensions of the multiverse. Survival depends on
staying one step ahead of the savage Burley Men. The
Spirit Well The Search for the Map—and the secret behind
its cryptic code—intensifies in a quest across time,
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space, and multiple realities. The Shadow Lamp The quest
for answers—and ultimate survival—hinges on finding the
cosmic link between the Skin Map, the Shadow Lamp, and
the Spirit Well. The Fatal Tree It started with small,
seemingly insignificant wrinkles in time: A busy bridge
suddenly disappears, spilling cars into the sea. A beast
from another realm roams modern streets. Napoleon’s army
appears in 1930s Damascus ready for battle. But that’s
only the beginning as entire realities collide and
collapse.
Dream Thief (The Secrets of Droon #17) Tony Abbott
2015-11-24 A hidden door. A magical staircase. Discover
the world of Droon! Eric is tossing and turning in his
sleep! And his wild dream can only mean one thing - he
is being called back to the land of Droon. But when
Eric, Julie, and Neal step off the rainbow stairs, they
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find that something is very wrong in their magical
world. Someone has been stealing people's dreams! And
the kingdom of Droon is getting awfully tired of it. So
now it's up to our friends to stop this dream thief,
before he becomes a serious nightmare...
The Endless Knot Stephen Lawhead 2010-08-22 Book three
in an epic historical fantasy series that blurs the
lines between this world and the Otherworld. Fires rage
in Albion: strange, hidden fires, dark-flamed, invisible
to the eye. Llew Silver Hand is High King of Albion, but
now the Brazen Man has defied his sovereignty and Llew
must journey to the Foul Land to redeem his greatest
treasure. The last battle begins, and the myths,
passions, and heroism of an ancient people come to life
as Llew faces his greatest test yet. The ancient Celts
admitted no separation between this world and the
Otherworld: the two were delicately interwoven, each
dependent on the other. The Endless Knot crosses the
thin places between this work and that, as Lewis Gillies
begins his ultimate quest, striking the final resounding
chord in the Song of Albion. Part of The Song of Albion
trilogy: Book One: The Paradise War Book Two: The Silver
Hand Book Three: The Endless Knot Epic historical
fantasy Book length: 135,000 words Includes additional
insights from the author in “Albion Forever!” and an
interview
Avalon Stephen R Lawhead 2013-03-22 A breathtaking
future fantasy: as the British monarchy collapses,
Arthur returns to reclaim the throne.
Dead of Winter Stephen Mack Jones 2021-05-04 A shadowy
Detroit real estate billionaire. A ruthless fixer. A
successful Mexicantown family business in their
crosshairs. Gentrification has never been bloodier.
Authentico Foods Inc. has been a part of Detroit’s
the-bone-house-bright-empires-2-stephen-r-lawhead

Mexicantown for over thirty years, grown from a home
kitchen business to a city block–long facility that
supplies Mexican tortillas to restaurants throughout the
Midwest. Detroit ex-cop and Mexicantown native August
Snow has been invited for a business meeting at
Authentico Foods. Its owner, Ronaldo Ochoa, is dying,
and is being blackmailed into selling the company to an
anonymous entity. Worried about his employees, Ochoa
wants August to buy it. August has no interest in
running a tortilla empire, but he does want to know
who’s threatening his neighborhood. Quickly, his
investigation takes a devastating turn and he and his
loved ones find themselves ensnared in a dangerous net
of ruthless billionaire developers. August Snow must
fight not only for his life, but for the soul of
Mexicantown itself.
The Black Rood Steve Lawhead 2001-05-29 A second volume
in the exciting Celtic Crusades series finds the aging
warrior Murdo and his family living in Scotland, where
they become involved in a dangerous quest in search of a
piece of the True Cross. Reprint.
Arthur Stephen R Lawhead 2013-05-24 “Evocate . . .
intriguing . . . enthralling.” –Locus In a forgotten age
of darkness, a magnificent king arose to light the land
They called him unfit to rule, a lowborn, callow boy,
Uther’s bastard. But his coming had been foretold in the
songs of the bard Taliesin. And he had learned powerful
secrets at the knee of the mystical sage Merlin. He was
ARTHUR—Pendragon of the Island of the Mighty—who would
rise to legendary greatness in a Britain torn by
violence, greed, and war; who would usher in a glorious
reign of peace and prosperity; and who would fall in a
desperate attempt to save the one he loved more than
life.
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Brief Answers to the Big Questions Stephen Hawking 2018
"Published in the United Kingdom by John Murray
(Publishers)"--Copyright page.
Revenger Alastair Reynolds 2016-09-20 Revenger is a
rocket-fueled tale of space pirates, buried treasure,
and phantom weapons, of unspeakable hazards and singleminded heroism. . . and of vengeance. . . Adrana and
Fura Ness are the newest crew members of the legendary
Captain Rackamore's ship, using their mysterious powers
as Bone Readers to find clues about their next score.
But there might be more waiting for them in space than
adventure and fortune: the fabled and feared Bosa
Sennen, in particular. The galaxy is filled with
treasures. . . if you have the courage to find them.
The Bone House Stephen R. Lawhead 2013-03-01
Hood Stephen Lawhead 2008-04-08 Robin Hood The Legend
Begins Anew For centuries, the legend of Robin Hood and
his band of thieves has captivated the imagination. Now
the familiar tale takes on new life, fresh meaning, and
an unexpected setting. Steeped in Celtic mythology and
the political intrigue of medieval Britain, Stephen R.
Lawhead's latest work conjures up an ancient past and
holds a mirror to contemporary realities. Prepare
yourself for an epic tale that dares to shatter
everything you thought you knew about Robin Hood.
The Song of Albion Collection Stephen Lawhead 2014-08-12
Bestselling author Stephen R. Lawhead's Song of Albion
Trilogy now available in one volume! The Paradise War
Lewis Gillies is an American graduate student in Oxford
who should be getting on with his life. Yet for some
reason, he finds himself speeding north with his
roommate Simon on a larkùhalf-heartedly searching for a
long-extinct creature allegedly spotted in a misty glen
in Scotland. Expecting little more than a weekend
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diversion, Lewis accidently crosses through a mystical
gateway where two worlds meet: into the time-betweentimes, as the ancient Celts called it. And into the
heart of a collision between good and evil that's been
raging since long before Lewis was born. The Silver Hand
The great king is dead and his kingdom lies in ruins.
Treachery and brutality rule the land, and Albion is the
scene of an epic struggle for the throne. Lewis is now
known as Llew in this Otherworld and has become a threat
to the usurper Meldron. Exiled and driven from the clan,
he must seek the meaning behind a mysterious
prophecyùthe making of a true king and the revealing of
a long-awaited champion: Silver Hand. The Endless Knot
Fires rage in Albion: strange, hidden, dark-flamed,
invisible to the eye. In the midst of it, Llew must
journey to the Foul Land to redeem his greatest
treasure. As the last battle begins, the myths,
passions, and heroism of an ancient people come to life
. . . and Llew Silver Hand will face a challenge that
will test his very soul.
The Shadow Lamp Stephen Lawhead 2013-09-10 The quest for
answers—and ultimate survival—hinges on finding the
cosmic link between the Skin Map, the Shadow Lamp, and
the Spirit Well. The search for the map of blue symbols
began in a rainy alley in London but has since expanded
through space and time and includes more seekers. Kit,
Mina, Gianni, Cass, Haven, and Giles have gathered in
Mina’s 16th-century coffee house and are united in their
determination to find a path back to the Spirit Well.
Yet, with their shadow lamps destroyed and key pieces of
the map still missing, the journey will be far more
difficult than they imagine. And when one of their own
disappears with Sir Henry’s cryptic Green Book, they no
longer know who to trust. At the same time, the Zetetic
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Society has uncovered a terrifying secret which, if
proven, will rock the very foundations of Creation. The
quest for answers is no longer limited to recovering an
unknown treasure. The fate of the universe depends on
unraveling the riddle of the Skin Map. “Anything but
ordinary . . . Dynamic settings are mixed with
unpredictable adventures [and] parallel worlds.”
—BookPage review of The Skin Map
Pendragon Catherine Coulter 2001-12-31 Meggie
Sherbrooke, newly married to Thomas Malcombe, the earl
of Lancaster, finds her new home in Pendragon, a castle
on the southeastern coast of Ireland. The ancient
dwelling, full of eccentric people, charms Meggie—in a
fashion that could lead to disaster.
Distant Thunder Dennis Sharpe 2016-08-23 You can take
the dead girl out of the country... Veronica Fischer,
small-town bloodsucking madam, is an orphan or at least
she finally feels that way. Jules, the one who made her,
is gone and cleaning up after him isn't something she
ever thought she'd have to do. While her hometown seems
to be turning against her, she's forced to set off for
the bright lights of the big city with a carload of her
dysfunctional supernatural family, hoping not to have to
face the Dragon of Chicago. Now she has to rescue a
sister she didn't know she had, keep Rachel-her adopted
8-year-old ghost-safe, and try to keep Pekin from
unraveling under the onset of the coming storm. Sex,
violence, and cryptic undead prophecy-all for fun and
profit.
The Briar King Greg Keyes 2008-12-24 “A wonderful tale .
. . It crackles with suspense and excitement from start
to finish.”—Terry Brooks Two thousand years ago, the
Born Queen defeated the Skasloi lords, freeing humans
from the bitter yoke of slavery. But now monstrous
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creatures roam the land—and destinies become
inextricably entangled in a drama of power and
seduction. The king’s woodsman, a rebellious girl, a
young priest, a roguish adventurer, and a young man made
suddenly into a knight—all face malevolent forces that
shake the foundations of the kingdom, even as the Briar
King, legendary harbinger of death, awakens from his
slumber. At the heart of this many-layered tale is Anne
Dare, youngest daughter of the royal family . . . upon
whom the fate of her world may depend. Praise for The
Briar King “Starts off with a bang, spinning a snare of
terse imagery and compelling characters that grips
tightly and never lets up. . . . A graceful, artful tale
from a master storyteller.”—Elizabeth Haydon,
bestselling author of Prophecy: Child of Earth “The
characters in The Briar King absolutely brim with life.
. . . Keyes hooked me from the first page,and I’ll now
be eagerly anticipating sitting down with each future
volume of the Kingdoms of Thorn and Bone
series.”—Charles de Lint, award-winning author of
Forests of the Heartand The Onion Girl “A thrill ride to
the end, with plenty of treachery, revelation, and even
a few bombshell surprises.”—Monroe News-Star (LA)
Bronze Summer Stephen Baxter 2012-11-06 Stephen Baxter’s
“imaginative [and] bold” (Daily Mail, UK) Stone Spring
drew readers into an alternate prehistoric scenario.
Now, thousands of years have passed, and a wall that was
built to hold back the sea must now hold back the
advancing armies of a reviving Troy.... Created by the
building of the Wall, Northland has become a society of
prosperous, literate, and self-sufficient people.
Inhabited from end to end, the Wall is a linear city
stretching for hundreds of miles, and a wonder of the
world. For millennia, the Wall has also kept the growing
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empires of the Bronze Age at bay. But a new and
turbulent age is dawning. For any wall, no matter how
strong, can be breached—particularly from within.…
In the Kingdom of All Tomorrows Stephen R. Lawhead
2020-07-14 Stephen R. Lawhead, the critically-acclaimed
author of the Pendragon Cycle, concludes his Eirlandia
Celtic fantasy series with In the Kingdom of All
Tomorrows. Conor mac Ardan is now clan chief of the
Darini. Tara’s Hill has become a haven and refuge for
all those who were made homeless by the barbarian
Scálda. A large fleet of the Scálda’s Black Ships has
now arrived and Conor joins Eirlandia’s lords to defeat
the monsters. He finds treachery in their midst...and a
betrayal that is blood deep. And so begins a final
battle to win the soul of a nation. The Eirlandia
Series: #1) In the Region of the Summer Stars #2) In the
Land of the Everliving #3) In the Kingdom of All
Tomorrows At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
The Fatal Tree Stephen Lawhead 2014-11-11 Kit stared at
his fellow questors. “Is this it . . . the End of
Everything?” It started with small, seemingly
insignificant wrinkles in time: A busy bridge suddenly
disappears, spilling cars into the sea. A beast from
another realm roams modern streets. Napoleon’s army
appears in 1930s Damascus ready for battle. But that’s
only the beginning as entire realities collide and
collapse. The questors are spread throughout the
universe. Mina is stuck on a plain of solid ice, her
only companion an angry cave lion. Tony and Gianni are
monitoring the cataclysmic reversal of the cosmic
expansion—but coming up short on answers. And Burleigh
is languishing in a dreary underground dungeon—his only
the-bone-house-bright-empires-2-stephen-r-lawhead

hope of survival the very man he tried to murder. Kit
and Cass are back in the Stone Age trying to reach the
Spirit Well. But an enormous yew tree has grown over the
portal, effectively cutting off any chance of return.
Unless someone can find a solution—and fast—all Creation
will be destroyed in the universal apocalypse known as
The End of Everything. In this final volume of the
fantastic Bright Empires series, Stephen R. Lawhead
brings this multi-stranded tale to a stunning and
immensely satisfying conclusion. “In the sweeping style
of George R. R. Martin and J. R. Tolkien, Lawhead has
created a diverse universe and rich cast of characters.
Multiple story lines weave to form a satisfying ending
to this mythological speculative series.” —Library
Journal
Murder Incorporated: Empire, Genocide, and Manifest
Destiny Mumia Abu-Jamal 2018-02-06 This book strives to
set the record straight, to educate, to enlighten and to
enliven the people against the corruptions of empire-corruptions that stretch from Columbus's first steps on
Hispaniola through yesterday's murderous drone attack.
The prevailing myth is that America's prized possessions
and greatest exports are democracy and the dream of
freedom. The naked truth, say Abu-Jamal and Vittoria, is
that the American dream is illusory and America's
greatest export is in fact murder - and that along the
way to the kill, it thieves, suppresses, and tyrannizes.
More than a history book, this is a lively, irreverent,
and spirited alternative to the orthodoxy of American
exceptionalism.
Empire Falls Richard Russo 2011-11-09 Winner of the
Pulitzer Prize “Russo writes with a warm, vibrant
humanity.... A stirring mix of poignancy, drama and
comedy.” —The Washington Post Welcome to Empire Falls, a
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blue-collar town full of abandoned mills whose citizens
surround themselves with the comforts and feuds provided
by lifelong friends and neighbors and who find humor and
hope in the most unlikely places, in this Pulitzer
Prize-winning novel by Richard Russo. Miles Roby has
been slinging burgers at the Empire Grill for 20 years,
a job that cost him his college education and much of
his self-respect. What keeps him there? It could be his
bright, sensitive daughter Tick, who needs all his help
surviving the local high school. Or maybe it’s Janine,
Miles’ soon-to-be ex-wife, who’s taken up with a
noxiously vain health-club proprietor. Or perhaps it’s
the imperious Francine Whiting, who owns everything in
town–and seems to believe that “everything” includes
Miles himself. In Empire Falls Richard Russo delves deep
into the blue-collar heart of America in a work that
overflows with hilarity, heartache, and grace.
The Bone Clocks David Mitchell 2014-09-02 The New York
Times bestseller by the author of Cloud Atlas •
Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize • Named One of the
Top Ten Fiction Books of the Year by Time, Entertainment
Weekly, and O: The Oprah Magazine • A New York Times
Notable Book • An American Library Association Notable
Book • Winner of the World Fantasy Award “With The Bone
Clocks, [David] Mitchell rises to meet and match the
legacy of Cloud Atlas.”—Los Angeles Times Following a
terrible fight with her mother over her boyfriend,
fifteen-year-old Holly Sykes slams the door on her
family and her old life. But Holly is no typical teenage
runaway: A sensitive child once contacted by voices she
knew only as “the radio people,” Holly is a lightning
rod for psychic phenomena. Now, as she wanders deeper
into the English countryside, visions and coincidences
reorder her reality until they assume the aura of a
the-bone-house-bright-empires-2-stephen-r-lawhead

nightmare brought to life. For Holly has caught the
attention of a cabal of dangerous mystics—and their
enemies. But her lost weekend is merely the prelude to a
shocking disappearance that leaves her family
irrevocably scarred. This unsolved mystery will echo
through every decade of Holly’s life, affecting all the
people Holly loves—even the ones who are not yet born. A
Cambridge scholarship boy grooming himself for wealth
and influence, a conflicted father who feels alive only
while reporting on the war in Iraq, a middle-aged writer
mourning his exile from the bestseller list—all have a
part to play in this surreal, invisible war on the
margins of our world. From the medieval Swiss Alps to
the nineteenth-century Australian bush, from a hotel in
Shanghai to a Manhattan townhouse in the near future,
their stories come together in moments of everyday grace
and extraordinary wonder. Rich with character and realms
of possibility, The Bone Clocks is a kaleidoscopic novel
that begs to be taken apart and put back together by a
writer The Washington Post calls “the novelist who’s
been showing us the future of fiction.” An elegant
conjurer of interconnected tales, a genre-bending
daredevil, and a master prose stylist, David Mitchell
has become one of the leading literary voices of his
generation. His hypnotic new novel, The Bone Clocks,
crackles with invention and wit and sheer storytelling
pleasure—it is fiction at its most spellbinding. Named
to more than 20 year-end best of lists, including NPR •
San Francisco Chronicle • The Atlantic • The Guardian •
Slate • BuzzFeed “One of the most entertaining and
thrilling novels I’ve read in a long time.”—Meg
Wolitzer, NPR “[Mitchell] writes with a furious
intensity and slapped-awake vitality, with a delight in
language and all the rabbit holes of experience.”—The
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New York Times Book Review “Intensely compelling . . .
fantastically witty . . . offers up a rich selection of
domestic realism, gothic fantasy and apocalyptic
speculation.”—The Washington Post “[A] time-traveling,
culture-crossing, genre-bending marvel of a novel.”—O:
The Oprah Magazine “Great fun . . . a tour de force . .
. [Mitchell] channels his narrators with vivid
expertise.”—San Francisco Chronicle
The Bone People Keri Hulme 2005-04-01 Integrating both
Maori myth and New Zealand reality, The Bone People
became the most successful novel in New Zealand
publishing history when it appeared in 1984. Set on the
South Island beaches of New Zealand, a harsh
environment, the novel chronicles the complicated
relationships between three emotional outcasts of mixed
European and Maori heritage. Kerewin Holmes is a painter
and a loner, convinced that "to care for anything is to
invite disaster." Her isolation is disrupted one day
when a six-year-old mute boy, Simon, breaks into her
house. The sole survivor of a mysterious shipwreck,
Simon has been adopted by a widower Maori factory
worker, Joe Gillayley, who is both tender and horribly
brutal toward the boy. Through shifting points of view,
the novel reveals each character's thoughts and feelings
as they struggle with the desire to connect and the fear
of attachment. Compared to the works of James Joyce in
its use of indigenous language and portrayal of
consciousness, The Bone People captures the soul of New
Zealand. After twenty years, it continues to astonish
and enrich readers around the world.
The Fatal Tree Stephen R Lawhead 2014-11-21 Set in 17th
century and 21st century London, the Enlightenment-era
court of the Hapsburgs, China during the Qing Dynasty
and ancient Egypt, Bright Empires is a five-volume
the-bone-house-bright-empires-2-stephen-r-lawhead

fantasy. In The Skin Map, Kit Livingstone and his greatgrandfather, Cosimo, are brought together to find a map
originally tattooed on the skin of its author, a
seventeenth-century explorer who had discovered the
secret of access to other worlds and parallel universes.
Malign forces are also after the map and, to the
surprise of all, the map proves to be not the end of the
quest but its beginning. A far greater prize remains,
and a much more dangerous search will need to be
undertaken.
Byzantium Stephen R. Lawhead 2009-10-13 Born to rule
Although born to rule, Aidan lives as a scribe in a
remote Irish monastery on the far, wild edge of
Christendom. Secure in work, contemplation, and dreams
of the wider world, a miracle bursts into Aidan's quiet
life. He is chosen to accompany a small band of monks on
a quest to the farthest eastern reaches of the known
world, to the fabled city of Byzantium, where they are
to present a beautiful and costly hand-illuminated
manuscript, the Book of Kells, to the Emperor of all
Christendom. Thus begins an expedition by sea and over
land, as Aidan becomes, by turns, a warrior and a
sailor, a slave and a spy, a Viking and a Saracen, and
finally, a man. He sees more of the world than most men
of his time, becoming an ambassador to kings and an
intimate of Byzantium's fabled Golden Court. And finally
this valiant Irish monk faces the greatest trial that
can confront any man in any age: commanding his own
Destiny.
The Book of Lost Things John Connolly 2006-11-07 Taking
refuge in fairy tales after the loss of his mother,
twelve-year-old David finds himself violently propelled
into an imaginary land in which the boundaries of
fantasy and reality are disturbingly melded. By the
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author of The Black Angel. 75,000 first printing.
The Mystic Rose Stephen R. Lawhead 2009-03-17 “LAWHEAD
KNOWS HOW TO SPIN A TALE.” —Booklist A story rich in
history and imagination, here is the final volume in
Stephen R. Lawhead’s magnificent saga of a Scottish
noble family and its divine quest during the age of the
Great Crusades. A thousand years after its
disappearance, the Mystic Rose—the fabled Chalice of the
Last Supper—has been found, and the warrior monks of the
Knights Templar, led by the ruthless and corrupt Renaud
de Bracineaux, will stop at nothing to possess it. One
brave, dauntless, noblewoman stands in their way . . .
Born among the hills of Scotland, and raised on the
Crusader tales of her grandfather, Murdo, and her
father, Duncan, young Cait is determined to claim the
Holy Cup for her own. Guided by a handful of clues
gleaned from a stolen letter, Cait and a small band of
knights follow a treacherous trail that leads from the
shadowed halls of Saint Sophia into the heart of Moorish
Spain and a world long unseen by Christian eyes. A
journey whose end means victory . . . or death. “THOSE
LUSTING FOR THE TRUE PATH WILL EAT IT UP.” —Kirkus
Reviews
The Skin Map Stephen R Lawhead 2013-03-22 Set in 17th
century and 21st century London, the Enlightenment-era
court of the Hapsburgs, China during the Qing Dynasty
and ancient Egypt, Bright Empires is a five-volume
fantasy. In The Skin Map, Kit Livingstone and his greatgrandfather, Cosimo, are brought together to find a map
originally tattooed on the skin of its author, a
seventeenth-century explorer who had discovered the
secret of access to other worlds and parallel universes.
Malign forces are also after the map and, to the
surprise of all, the map proves to be not the end of the
the-bone-house-bright-empires-2-stephen-r-lawhead

quest but its beginning. A far greater prize remains,
and a much more dangerous search will need to be
undertaken.
Blood Blade (Skinners, Book 1) Marcus Pelegrimas
2009-10-06 Welcome to the nightmare . . . There is a
world you don't know about, inhabited by supernatural
creatures of darkness—vampires, werewolves, and all
manner of savage, impossible beasts that live for terror
and slaughter and blood. They are all around us but you
cannot see them, for knowledge of their presence—so
close and so hungry—would surely drive any ordinary
human insane. But for centuries a special breed of
hunter has kept the monsters at bay, preventing them
from breaking through the increasingly fragile barriers
protecting our mortal realm. These guardians are called
skinners. But beware . . . for there are very few of
them left.
Crush Richard Siken 2019-10-22 This collection about
obsession and love is the 99th volume of the Yale Series
of Younger Poets Richard Siken's Crush, selected as the
2004 winner of the Yale Younger Poets prize, is a
powerful collection of poems driven by obsession and
love. Siken writes with ferocity, and his reader hurtles
unstoppably with him. His poetry is confessional, gay,
savage, and charged with violent eroticism. In the world
of American poetry, Siken's voice is striking.
Dream Thief Stephen R. Lawhead 1996 Dr. Spencer Reston,
a scientist doing dream research aboard the space
station, Gotham, begins having unexplained blackouts and
concludes that someone is deliberately tampering with
his mind
The Bone House Stephen R Lawhead 2013-03-22 Kit
Livingstone has been bequeathed by his great
grandfather, Cosimo, an apparently impossible task: to
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piece together a 17th-century map whose fragments are
scattered not just throughout this universe but other
universes too. One piece of the skin map has been found.
Now the race to unravel the future of the future turns
deadly. Aided by his girlfriend, Mina, from her outpost
in seventeenth-century Prague, Kit begins to make
progress but realises that opponents, in the shape of
the Burley Men, are equally determined to capture the
map, and they have a crucial advantage: the ability to
manipulate the will of historical figures for their own
ends. Across time and space, through manifest and hidden
worlds, those who know how to use ley lines to travel
through astral planes have left their own world behind
in this, the second quest: to unlock the mystery of The
Bone House.
House Frank E. Peretti 2008-08-31 In rural Alabama, two
couples find themselves in a fight for survival. Running
from a maniac bent on killing them, they flee to an old
house that's been empty for years, or so they think.
The Spirit Well Stephen Lawhead 2013-06-04 The Search
for the Map—and the secret behind its cryptic
code—intensifies in a quest across time, space, and
multiple realities. But what if the true treasure isn’t
the map at all . . . what if the map marks something far
greater? Something one world cannot contain? Those who
desire to unlock that mystery are in a race to possess
the secret—for good or evil. Kit Livingstone is
mastering the ability to travel across realities using
ley lines and has forged a link from the Bone House, a
sacred lodge made of animal bones, to the fabled Spirit
Well, a place of profound power. His friend Mina is
undercover in a Spanish monastery high in the Pyrenees,
learning all she can from a monk named Brother Lazarus.
Still determined to find Kit, she is beginning to
the-bone-house-bright-empires-2-stephen-r-lawhead

experience a greater destiny than she can fathom.
Cassandra Clarke is overseeing an archaeological dig in
Arizona when a chance encounter transports her to 1950s
Damascus. There, she finds herself unwillingly drawn to
the Seekers—the last living remnants of the Zetetic
Society who need her help to track down the missing
Cosimo Livingstone and his grandson Kit. But there are
darker forces at work in the universe whose agents
always seem to be one step ahead of the rest—and they’re
all desperate to gain the ultimate prize in this
treasure hunt where the stakes increase at every turn.
At the heart of the mystery lies the Spirit Well.
“Lawhead’s intricately plotted, compelling tale
continues to demonstrate his mastery of world building.”
—Library Journal
The Bone House Steve Lawhead 2012-05 Kit Livingstone is
on the run, hunted by the Burley Men, as he tries to
piece together a map that reveals the hidden dimensions
of the multiverse. Kit, however, is not the only one
traveling through time and space to influence the future
of the future.
In the Hall of the Dragon King Stephen Lawhead
2011-05-30 A kingdom hangs in the balance...and a young
boy answers the call. Carrying a sealed message from the
war-hero Dragon King to the queen, Quentin and his
outlaw companion, Theido, plunge headlong into a
fantastic odyssey and mystic quest. Danger lurks
everywhere in the brutal terrain, and particularly in
the threats from merciless creatures, both human and
not-so-human. While at the castle, the wicked Prince
Jaspin schemes to secure the crown for himself, and an
evil sorcerer concocts his own monstrous plan. A plan
that Quentin and Theido could never imagine. In the
youth's valiant efforts to save the kingdom and fulfill
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his unique destiny, he will cross strange and wondrous
lands; encounter brave knights, beautiful maidens, and a
mysterious hermit; and battle a giant, deadly serpent.
In this first book of the Dragon King Trilogy, Stephen
R. Lawhead has deftly woven a timeless epic of war,
adventure, fantasy, and political intrigue.
The Paradise War Stephen Lawhead 2010-08-22 Experience
the dazzling brilliance of a world like ours—yet
infinitely bolder and brighter: a place of kings and
warriors, bards and battles, feats of glory and honour.
It is a place you will forever wish to be. It is Albion.
"When I opened my eyes, I was no longer in the world I
knew." Lewis Gillies is an American graduate student in
Oxford who should be getting on with his life. Yet for
some reason, he finds himself speeding north with his
roommate Simon on a lark—half-heartedly searching for a
long-extinct creature allegedly spotted in a misty glen
in Scotland. Expecting little more than a weekend
diversion, Lewis accidently crosses through a mystical
gateway where two worlds meet: into the time-betweentimes, as the ancient Celts called it. And into the
heart of a collision between good and evil that's been
raging since long before Lewis was born. First published
more than twenty years ago, The Song of Albion Trilogy
has become a modern classic that continues to attract
passionate new readers. Part of The Song of Albion
trilogy: Book One: The Paradise War Book Two: The Silver
Hand Book Three: The Endless Knot Epic historical
fantasy Book length: 138,000 words Includes additional
insights from the author in “Albion Forever!” and an
interview
The Ghost Tree Christina Henry 2020 When people go
missing in the sleepy town of Smith's Hollow, the only
clue to their fate comes when a teenager starts having
the-bone-house-bright-empires-2-stephen-r-lawhead

terrifying visions, in a chilling horror novel from
national bestselling author Christina Henry. When the
bodies of two girls are found torn apart in the town of
Smiths Hollow, Lauren is surprised, but she also expects
that the police won't find the killer. After all, the
year before her father's body was found with his heart
missing, and since then everyone has moved on. Even her
best friend, Miranda, has become more interested in boys
than in spending time at the old ghost tree, the way
they used to when they were kids. So when Lauren has a
vision of a monster dragging the remains of the girls
through the woods, she knows she can't just do nothing.
Not like the rest of her town. But as she draws closer
to answers, she realizes that the foundation of her
seemingly normal town might be rotten at the center. And
that if nobody else stands for the missing, she will.
In the Region of the Summer Stars Stephen R. Lawhead
2018-05-15 Ravaged by barbarian Scâalda forces, the last
hope for Eirlandia lies with the island's warring
tribes. Wrongly cast out of his tribe, Conor, the firstborn son of the Celtic king, embarks on a dangerous
mission to prove his innocence. What he discovers will
change Eirlandia forever. For the Scâalda have captured
the mystical Fae to use as an ultimate weapon. And
Conor's own people have joined in the invasion.
The Skin Map and The Bone House Stephen Lawhead
2015-01-13 Enjoy books one and two in Stephen Lawhead's
Bright Empires series as an e-book collection! The Skin
Map It is the ultimate quest for the ultimate treasure.
Chasing a map tattooed on human skin. Across an
omniverse of intersecting realities. To unravel the
future of the future. The Bone House Kit Livingstone met
his great-grandfather Cosimo in a rainy alley in London
where he discovered the truth about alternate realities.
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Now he’s on the run—and on a quest—trying to understand
the impossible mission he inherited from Cosimo: to

the-bone-house-bright-empires-2-stephen-r-lawhead

restore a map that charts the hidden dimensions of the
multiverse. Survival depends on staying one step ahead
of the savage Burley Men.
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